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Without a doubt, we all know the worlds of health care and health care finance will be changing dramatically very quickly. While we cannot anticipate exactly how government funding and insurance payments will change, we know there will be increased pressure to reduce payments for services to all providers.

Key to survival during this uncertainty will be revenue cycle management – from all perspectives. The well run revenue cycle management program includes managing the payment process from the time of pre-admission through final collection – with measurements of performance every step of the way.

Whether a lender, an owner, a board member, or other stakeholder, the importance of emphasizing revenue cycle management has never been more important to the ongoing success of the medical care providers.

An Example
Recently Focus Management Group undertook a review of a medical center’s revenue cycle management. After a short initial review, it was determined there was no tracking of the number of days from discharge to billing – a key performance indicator to ensure timely payment of services. It was also determined there was no tracking of payments for specific services by payor – a key performance indicator to ensure full payment by each payor for services provided. It was lastly determined that the accounts receivable aging reset the bill date when any activity to the bill occurred – eliminating the key performance indicator of an accounts receivable aging from initial bill date.

In this example, the medical center was performing satisfactorily, but wanted an outside view of cash management to improve collection times and amounts.

The Outcome
Focus Management Group worked with the medical center to establish reporting formats, and performance review reports and criteria, to allow a timely assessment of performance at all steps of the patient care process. The improvements in the reporting and the measurement to plan, resulted in improved cash flow while there was no increase in the number of patient days served.

Lesson To Be Learned
In uncertain times, the important emphasis should be on the basics of cash management. It is time to step back and reassess the entire process from pre-admission through discharge and payment. For the care provider, an outside view of the process provides a critical external viewpoint of performance. For the lender, a cash management report card on its borrowers allows the lender to determine which clients may be at risk for cash flow problems. For other stakeholders, the external review assists them in their management of the health care provider.
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